
-s.
-What date is it today?
-What day is it today?
-What season is it now?
-What’s the weather like today?
-Do you like winter?
-What can you do in winter?



Match the words from the two columns.



Classify the animals.



Classify the animals.



What is our today’s lesson 
devoted to?



It’s an 
insect’s life!



Types of insects

mosquito wasp

grasshopper

ant

fly

bug
bee

ladybirdbeetle

caterpillar

butterfly

dragonfly



Is the statement true or false?
Before reading After reading

1. There are about five 
million insects in the 
world.
2. Insects live in different 
places.
3. Insects aren’t 
important.
4. Insects can’t make food.

5. All insects have got six 
legs.



There are about 10 million types 
of insects in the world.



These little creatures live in our 
homes and gardens. Some live near 

water, others live in fields, parks and 
forests.



Some insects come out during the 
day while others come out at 
night. 



Insects are really important.



They keep our gardens clean 
because they eat dead leaves and 

other waste.



They are also an important food 
for birds and other animals.



Some insects, like bees, even 
make food – honey.



Is the statement true or false?
Before reading After reading

1. There are about five 
million insects in the world.
2. Insects live in different 
places.
3. Insects aren’t important.

4. Insects can’t make food.

5. All insects have got six 
legs.



Answer the questions
How many insects 
are there in the 
world?

About 10 million types of 
insects.

Where do they live? In our houses, near water, 
in fields,parks, gardens and 
forests.

Why are insects 
important?

They eat dead leaves and 
other waste. They are food 
for birds and other 
ani-mals.

What can bees 
do? 

They make honey.



What has the insect got?

head

eyes

antennae

wings

body

legs



… (carry) heavy things.



… (fly) very fast.



… (eat) nectar from flowers.



… (make) a spiderweb.



… (have) black spots.



… (make) honey.



 Do the crossword
1. It has got red wings with black spots.
2. It has got four beautiful wings.
3. It makes honey.
4. It is very hard-working.
5. It can be different colours and flies 

even in our houses.
6. The type of animals that can fly and 

lay eggs.
7. They look like the bees.
                 Down:  
    They live in May.
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Across:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



What did we talk 
about?

What new words 
have you learnt?

Did you like the        
lesson?



Thank you!
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